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Outline for an Ocean Animal Research Report. by. Natasha Garst. This outline was designed for third graders to complete as they read from various sources about an animal that lives in the ocean. After completing the outline, students will write a research paper in correct form using their "notes" as a guide.
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Animal research continues to aid the understanding that researchers have concerning various diseases. The better life quality that individuals enjoy globally can be attributed to these advances. Consequently, new developments when it comes to treatments and medicines have been witnessed.
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Animal Testing Outline. 1616 Words7 Pages. Weldon 1 Animal Testing Introduction Thesis Statement: Animal testing is wrong because it is inhumane, costly, and unpredictable. I. Animal testing is inhumane A. Torture B. Type of testing C. Effect on the animal II. Animal testing is costly A.
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Animal Rights Argumentative Essay Outline. Introduction. Thesis: Animals are entitled to fundamental rights. Body. Paragraph 1: Animals have an inherent worth just like human beings and this value is completely separate from their usefulness to humans. They should enjoy the right to freedom from suffering and pain.
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Nevertheless, certain environmental organizations aimed at the protection of animals call for no more animals in research and testing because of the cruel and inhumane practices. Writing an animal testing argumentative essay outline, one should take into consideration that animal testing is a matter of various discussions. Thus, it is important
to choose a certain position and focus the whole assignment on this point of view.
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Animal Rights Essay Outline. Introduction. Thesis: People should consider giving animals the same rights as human beings because they deserve it. Body. Paragraph 1: Animals should be granted the same rights as humans first because just like humans, they have the capacity to suffer.
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The following sections briefly outline a few of the arguments for and against animal experimentation. They do not represent every possible argument, or even necessarily the best arguments. They also do not necessarily reflect the views of the HOPES team. They are simply our effort to review and raise awareness of the underlying issues.
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Animal Experimentation, also known as animal testing, is the use of animals to conduct experiments or do research in the laboratory. The number of animals used in experiments increased dramatically after World War II. Nowadays, animal experimentation is widely used in many areas such as medical research, behavior study, and drug tests.
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Start your report with an introductory paragraph that states the main ideas that you will be writing about. Then write at least four to five paragraphs that clearly describe your animal and how it lives. Each paragraph should cover one topic (for example, you should have one paragraph that covers the animal's anatomy).
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